Text in images and videos is a significant cue for visual content understanding and retrieval. In this paper, we present a fast and effective approach to locate text lines even under complex background. First, our algorithm uses the stroke filter to calculate the stroke maps in horizontal, vertical, left-diagonal, right-diagonal directions. Then a 24-dimensional feature is extracted for each sliding window and a SVM is used to obtain rough text regions. The rough text regions are further refined through a group of rules. And candidate text lines were localized more accurately through projection profile of the refined text regions. Finally another SVM classifier based on a 6-dimensional feature is used to verify the candidate text lines. The experimental results on challenging databases show that this approach can fast and effectively detect and localize text lines.
INTRODUCTION
Text embedded in images and videos provides brief and important information for visual information summarization and indexing. In recent years a lot of research works focused on detecting and localizing text in images or videos. Many characteristics of text regions have been summarized and characterized by effective features. For instance, embedded text usually goes with dense edges [1] ; text pixels almost have homogeneous color [2] ; character strokes form distinct textures [3] [4] . Liu et al. [5] analyzed the properties of character strokes and proposed to use stroke filter to directly detect and localize text. Based on different features, there are two main categories of modeling methods. One is constraint-based methods, such as [1] [5] [6] [7] et al.; the other is learning-based methods, such as neural network [8] [9] , SVM [3] [4] [5] [10] . The methods in the first category require designers themselves to finish the task of summarizing the effective classification rules, so it is not easy for engineers to create text detector with good performance. Nowadays the learning-based methods become very popular.
In this paper, Inspired by [5] , we utilize the stroke filter to obtain the low-level representation of image content, and then derive more compact classification feature to create a fast and effective text detector in a machine learning way. Compared with [4] , our algorithm investigates to use more simple and distinctive features, so it has higher computation efficiency. Different from Liu et al. [5] which used the constraint-based way (connected component analysis) to detect text, our algorithm employs the SVM to identify text regions.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 presents our text detection approach in detail. In section 3, we report our comparison experiment results on two challenging datasets. Section 4 concludes the whole paper. For an original image, we first use the stroke filter [5] x y depends on the pixel values in three rectangular regions, where , l and w are three parameters which correspond to the orientation, length and width of a stroke respectively. Concretely, the stroke filter response is defined as:
OUR ALGORITHM
More information about the stroke filter can be found in [5] . In our method, the stroke filter responses corresponding to four different directions are calculated respectively by:
Through formula (2), we obtain the stroke maps for the horizontal ( 
Candidate Text Blocks Detection
Similarly, for each sliding window in the horizontal stroke map, it is horizontally equally partitioned into four rectangle regions. In each rectangle , 1,2,3,4
, the HAP is calculated as follows:
So each block covered by the sliding window is represented by a 24-dimensional feature vector. Compared with other classifiers, such as the neural network and the decision tree etc., the SVM needs fewer training samples and has better generalization ability, so we select the SVM as our classifier to get candidate text blocks. The SVM in the stage was trained on a dataset consisting of 240 text blocks and 480 non-text blocks in our work. If the output of the SVM classifier is positive, the pixels in the sliding window will be totally labeled as text pixels. The moving step of the sliding window is horizontally / 2 W and vertically / 2 H . As a result, we create a binary mask image whose white regions represent the candidate text regions and black region represents the background. Fig. 3(b) gives an example of the output result after the stage. 
Extract Candidate Text Lines
As shown in Fig. 3(b) , the candidate text regions may cover a few non-text regions, and multiple boundary rectangles corresponding to text regions are often connected together. Thus, we first use the following computation steps to partition those connected polygons into regular rectangles ( Fig. 3(c) ): 1) Partition a polygon into small rectangles (Fig. 4(b) ).
2) If the gap between two rectangles in a horizontal line is less than 1/6 of the total width of them, fill the gap to merge them together (Fig. 4(c) ). 3) For two vertically adjacent rectangles, if the width of a shorter rectangle exceeds 4/5 of the longer one, merge them into a larger rectangle whose height is the sum of their heights and width is the maximum of them (Fig.  4(d,e) ). 4) If the height of a rectangle is less than 1/3 of its vertically adjacent rectangle, merge them in the same way as the step (3) does (Fig. 4(d) ). Then for each regular rectangle generated, we use the horizontal and vertical projection method to efficiently localize text lines. Our method is similar to that in [1] , but only one pass of projection is involved. The intensity values used in projection evaluation are the sum of responses in four stroke maps. For generated boundary rectangles corresponding to text lines, some obvious nontext rectangles are removed, if their heights do not belong to a reasonable range [ , ] , or their aspect ratio exceeds a certain threshold . Fig. 3(d) shows the final candidate text lines after projection operation.
Text Lines Verification
For each candidate text line C , a 6-dimensional feature is extracted and used by a new SVM classifier to finally verify whether it is a true text line. The feature includes the mean m , standard deviation v , and four features which reflect statistical distribution of horizontal stroke accumulation strengths in the text line (more analyses can be found in [4] 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Two challenging test sets are selected to evaluate our approach. One consists of 308 images from the Web, recorded broadcast videos, or digital videos. Each image in it is carefully selected so that the embedded text has different sizes, colors, languages, and background textures etc. The other is Microsoft common test set containing 46 images [11] . In our experiments, the length and width of the stroke filter has two groups of data, i.e., (1) 3, 1 l w (2) 4, 3 l w , the size of the sliding window was set as 24 W , 12 H , and the parameters , and were set as 6, 72 and 1.2 respectively. Fig.6 shows some experimental results. The related experimental results are summarized in Table I . Compared with the method presented in [4] and [5] , our method has a better performance in detection speed and accuracy. The reason for fast speed is that region growing or connected component analysis cost much time. The reason for high accuracy is that the learning-based method is easier to obtain better classification models than constraint-based method in distinguishing text and non-text regions and two sequential simple classifiers achieve better performance than one complex classifier.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a fast and effective text detection approach is proposed. The devised features based on the stroke maps in four directions are able to better represent the intrinsic characteristic of text. The machine learning based method can construct text detector of high performance more easily. Combination of the stroke-related feature and machine learning modeling methods is a promising solution to the issue of text detection in images and videos. 
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